1994 ford escape

The Ford Escape is a compact crossover vehicle sold by Ford since over four generations. Ford
released the original model in for the model year. It was jointly developed and released with
Mazda of Japan, who took a lead in the engineering of the two models and sold their version as
the Mazda Tribute. Although the Escape and Tribute shared the same underpinnings
constructed from the Ford CD2 platform based on Mazda GF underpinnings , the only panels
common to the two vehicles were the roof and floor pressings. Powertrains were supplied by
Mazda with respect to the base inline-four engine , with Ford providing the optional V6. At first,
the twinned models were assembled by Ford in the US for North American consumption, with
Mazda in Japan supplying cars for other markets. This followed a long history of Mazda-derived
Fords, starting with the Ford Courier in the s. Ford also sold the first generation Escape in
Europe and China as the Ford Maverick , replacing the previous Nissan-sourced model. Then in
, for the model year, Ford's luxury Mercury division released a rebadged version called the
Mercury Mariner , sold mainly in North America. The first iteration Escape remains notable as
the first SUV to offer a hybrid drivetrain option, released in for the model year to North American
markets only. For Asia-Pacific markets, both received respective facelifts in and had production
fully transferred to Ford Lio Ho in Taiwan. Extended production of the Mazda lasted until , with
the Ford lingering on until Second generations of the Ford Escape, Mercury Mariner, and Mazda
Tribute were released in for the model year, but mostly restricted to North America. The North
American second generations were merely reskins of the first, with carry-over mechanicals, but
with restyled exterior panels and a redesigned interior. Unlike the collaborative approach taken
with the previous model, this time the design and engineering was carried out by Ford. A hybrid
option was again available. The Mercury version lasted until late , withdrawn from the market as
part of the closure of the Mercury brand, with Mazda's Tribute ending production in late Ford
ended manufacture of the second series Escape in Ford released a third generation in for the
model year, again, limited to North America. This time, rather than issuing an indigenous, albeit
Mazda-derived model, Ford rebadged the Europe-designed Ford Kuga. Although still
manufactured in the US, and fitted with slightly different powertrains, the third generation
Escape is fully aligned with the Kuga as per the "One Ford" plan of having only one vehicle per
segment internationally. The first generation of Ford Escape was released in for the model year.
It was jointly developed with Mazda , in which Ford owned a controlling interest, and was
released simultaneously with the Mazda Tribute. At the time, larger sport-utility vehicles tended
to use pickup truck -based, body-on-frame designs. Solid rear axles were commonly used on
the full-sized truck-based SUVs and Jeep Cherokee due to their ability to carry heavy loads at
the expense of a comfortable ride and good handling. Ford and Mazda decided to offer a
car-like, unibody design with a fully independent suspension and rack and pinion steering
similar to the RAV4 and CR-V in the Escape. If slipping is detected at the front, more power will
be sent to the rear wheels in a fraction of a second. The Control Trac II system allows for a
four-wheel drive vehicle without the use of a center differential. The entire braking system was
built by Continental Teves , including the ABS and various related suspension components.
Only two versions were made, the 2. The absence of a diesel version did not help sales and the
vehicle was temporarily discontinued in late The Maverick was reintroduced in in certain
European markets with the Duratec V6 engine. The Maverick was assembled in Russia for the
Russian market. The Maverick was primarily designed for on-road use â€” sold with normal
road tires, and to be used with front-wheel drive most of the time. Crash-test results for the
Escape have been mixed. All Escapes are equipped with a passive 'Immobiliser' called
SecuriLock. This feature includes an 'RFID' chip embedded in the key, which the car reads each
time the driver inserts the key. If the key doesn't provide a valid confirmation signal, the vehicle
does not run, even if the key is perfectly cut to match the original. Theft, injury, and collision
losses reported to insurance companies for the Escape are among the lowest in its class. In the
United States, all Escapes included standard equipment such as power windows with an
automatic driver's side window, power door locks, anti-lock braking system ABS , keyless entry,
a folding rear-bench seat, inch wheels, and air conditioning. In addition, an Escape buyer could
choose from one of several different trim levels that were available, which included:. Options
include or inch alloy wheels, the 3. XLT â€” : As the top-of-the-line trim level of the Escape in ,
and the most popular trim level of the Escape throughout its entire run â€” , the XLT added the
following equipment to the base XLS trim level: inch alloy wheels, security alarm, cloth seating
surfaces, and an enhanced interior. It added equipment to the standard XLT equipment: the V6
engine, four-speed automatic transmission, sport interior trim, and inch machined alloy wheels.
Options were the same as the standard XLT trim level. Options were limited, but included a
power sunroof. Options included a powered sunroof, a unique integrated GPS navigational
system with hybrid information system, Sirius Satellite Radio , the seven-speaker premium
audio system with amplifier and rear-mounted subwoofer, leather-trimmed seating surfaces,

and a "two-tone" exterior paint scheme, with silver-painted lower exterior trim and front and rear
bumpers. The Escape and Tribute were updated in February for the model year with a new base
engine the 2. Ford also added advanced airbag and seatbelt safety systems, an intelligent AWD
system, and exterior minor changes, which included a redesigned front bumper. The model year
was the first with an automatic transmission available on the base four-cylinder models. The
automatic shifter was moved from the column to the console on all models equipped with
automatic transmissions. Ford also deleted the recline feature on the rear seats to improve the
safety of occupants in the rear seats in the case of a rear crash. On the inside, changes
included a floor-mounted automatic-transmission shifter, in place of the column shifter, as well
as a redesigned center stack containing audio and climate controls. Climate control is
automatic on all models except the XLS. The Limited model also featured full color-coded
bumpers, wheel arches and side moldings, as well as side mirrors with integrated LED
indicators. Rear drum brakes have been replaced by disc brakes all round. The 3. Both engines
had been certified to meet Euro III emission regulations. A four-speed automatic carried over
and was the sole transmission choice. Two different four-speed automatic transmissions were
used, CD4E for 3. In Australia, the V6 engine was dropped, leaving only the 2. The model range
was also simplified, with only a single specification available. Changes to the body included an
all-new front bumper, grille, headlights and bonnet, featuring an enlarged Ford emblem set upon
a three-bar chrome grille. At the rear, new, slimmer tail lights were featured, which were
arranged horizontally, rather than vertically. In addition, the B-pillar was now painted black,
rather than body-colour. Compared with the previous model, all external bumpers, mirrors, and
cladding were painted the same colour as the body previously, this was only available on the
upscale Limited model. Equipment levels have also improved. Compared to the base model ZC
Escape, the ZD included standard side airbags, automatic climate control, 16" alloy wheels, and
mirrors with integrated indicators. Unlike most other competitors in its class, curtain airbags
and electronic stability control were not available. Chrome trim was completely removed from
the grille, replaced with a smaller, black honeycomb grille as the last Ford Escape. In its final
years, it was sold side by side with its successor, Ford Kuga until the Kuga replaced it in The
â€” Mazda Tribute was available as front- or four-wheel drive and featured a plain-looking but
comfortable roomy interior, decent handling and car-like ride. The Tribute and Escape debuted
in , offering front or all wheel drive and a choice of a transversely mounted 2. The 2. Both the
Escape and Tribute were refreshed in for the model year. The base engine became the Mazda 2.
In North American-built models, a floor-mounted automatic transmission shifter replaced the
column shifter. However, Japanese-built models continued with a column shifter. Mazda
decided to halt production after the model year. Mazda Japan released a limited version, the
Mazdaspeed Tribute, in the year with a 2. However, Mazda Japan decided to end its production
in A significantly facelifted version of the Tribute was released in the second half of for Asia
Pacific markets. The updated Tribute featured a larger, bolder grille, with an enlarged Mazda
emblem, as well as restyled front bumper and headlights. Side mirrors featured integrated
indicators. On the inside, changes included a new floor-mounted automatic-transmission
shifter, in place of the old column shifter Asia-Pacific model only; US-built Tribute gained the
floor shifter in The dash was updated with a brand-new radio and automatic climate control with
digital read-out, on certain models. Mechanically, the rear drum brakes were replaced by disc
brakes. Starting from , Mazda stopped selling and producing Tribute in Japan, and replaced it
with the similar-sized CX In , Mazda Australia also discontinued the Tribute, the absence of the
Tribute being filled by the Mazda CX-7 introduced in the previous year. This arrangement
continued until early , when the Tribute for the Asia-Pacific markets ceased production, being
fully replaced by the CX-7 imported from Japan. Introduced in for the model-year refresh of the
Ford Escape in the US, Ford's Mercury division released a luxury version called the Mercury
Mariner. The Mercury includes stylistic differences, such as a two-tone interior, turn signal
repeaters borrowed from the European-market Ford Maverick the Escape's name in Europe ,
monotone cladding, and the signature Mercury "waterfall" front grille. Unlike its counterparts, a
manual transmission was not part of the powertrain lineup. The Mariner was the first Mercury
with a four-cylinder since the Mercury Cougar was dropped in For , the lineup was expanded
with the introduction of the Mariner Hybrid. Sales ended after the model, replaced by a second
generation, again a rebadged Ford Escape. There have also been several undisclosed security
modifications made to the vehicle. It was launched to the U. The Mariner hybrid sold a total of
12, units. Like the Ford Escape Hybrid, the Mariner Hybrid is a "full" hybrid electric system,
meaning the system can switch automatically between pure electric power, pure gasoline
engine power, or a combination of electric battery and gasoline engine operating together, for
maximum performance and efficiency at all speeds and loads. When braking or decelerating,
the Mariner's hybrid system uses regenerative braking, where the electric drive motor becomes

a generator, converting the vehicle's momentum back to electricity for storage in the batteries.
Again, just like the Escape Hybrid, it gets a respectable average of 34 miles per US gallon 6.
While the Mercury Mariner was also offered as a hybrid, the option was not available on the
Mazda Tribute. Escape hybrid versions can be identified by the "Hybrid" badges located on the
front driver's and passenger's doors as well as near the right tailgate. In addition, the driver's
side window in the cargo area is smaller to accommodate a ventilation slot for the high voltage
battery. There was also a "Special Appearance Package" available as an option on the â€”
Hybrid models. This package replaced the traditional lower cladding of the Escape with a silver
finish. Standard equipment on the Escape Hybrid includes: an eight-way power adjustable
driver's seat , dual-zone automatic air conditioning , cruise control , a six- CD stereo, inch alloy
wheels , power door locks with remote keyless entry , and power windows. Ford built 17,
Escape Hybrids in the second half of , four times as many as it had originally planned. The
Escape Hybrid uses hybrid technology similar to that used in the Toyota Prius. Ford engineers
realized their technology may conflict with patents held by Toyota, which led to a patent-sharing
accord between the companies, licensing Ford's use of some of Toyota's hybrid technology [23]
in exchange for Toyota's use of some of Ford's diesel and direct-injection engine technology.
While Toyota produces its third-generation Prius transmission in-house, Aisin is the only
supplier of hybrid transmissions to other manufacturers. Friction has arisen concerning Aisin's
allocation of limited production capacity and engineering resources to Ford. The Escape Hybrid
is a full hybrid , meaning the system can switch automatically between pure electric power, pure
gasoline engine power, or a combination of electric battery and gasoline engine operating
together, for maximum performance and efficiency at all speeds and loads. When braking or
decelerating, the Escape's hybrid system uses regenerative braking , where the electric drive
motor becomes a generator, converting the vehicle's momentum back to electricity for storage
in the batteries. To obtain these mileage figures, the owners manual states that pure gasoline,
not ethanol blends, must be used. In , Ford showed an Escape that could run on E85 fuel. Unlike
conventional vehicles, hybrids often achieve better figures in the city because they do not
waste power idling and can recover some power when stopping by using regenerative braking
that would be wasted in a conventional vehicle. In April , Ford issued a recall on , Ford Escapes
and Mazda Tributes for model years for Escapes manufactured October 22, through January 23,
for Canada and the northern "salt belt" states in the US. Subframe rust can result in the lower
control arm mount breaking or detaching from the subframe, resulting in a loss of steering
control and the risk of crash. Dealers have installed a crossbrace reinforcement to any vehicle
affected by the recall. Model years were not affected. The Escape still uses the CD2 platform.
The updated Escape received some styling cues from the Explorer , Edge , and Expedition.
Changes include a new grille with larger headlamps in the front fascia, while the sides were
revised with cleaner lines and rounder wheel arches. The interior is also completely redesigned,
including the newest standard Ford family navigation system. The Escape and its Mercury
Mariner sibling were the first vehicles to feature Ford's pull-drift steering mode, an
enhancement made possible by applying software control to the Electric Power Steering EPS
system. It features a revised front and rear fascia, incorporating Ford's three-bar grille styling
theme and restyled LED tail lamps. The optional 3. The "Escape" badge is entirely removed from
the front doors. The Hybrid is also upgraded to use the 2. Other mechanical changes include a
new The braking system for the Hybrid versions has been revised with a vacuum assist unit that
reviewers have said give the brakes a consistent feel over the entire travel of the brake pedal.
However, the brakes, when tested, gave the Escape extremely long stops. This generation also
saw the introduction of the optional "sport appearance package", which includes the upgraded
3. This option was only available on the XLT trim level and only with ingot silver, sterling grey,
steel blue or tuxedo black metallic paints. The Escape underwent some minor aerodynamic
changes for , including a revised front chin spoiler and rear tire spoilers. Along with the addition
of rear tire spoilers is an optional 17" chrome-clad wheel equipped with a new Michelin
"Low-Rolling-Resistance-Tire", slightly increasing ground clearance and improving traction
over the standard 16" wheels and tires. Another new feature is Ford's Easy-Fuel capless fuel
filling system. As of August the Escape was among the four Ford vehicles, along with the
Focus, F-Series and Ranger, to benefit the most from the Cash for Clunkers program, where it
showed a 49 percent increase in sales. In for the model year, the Escape will add three new
features that will be standard on all trims: Ford's MyKey, trailer sway controls and Integrated
Spotter Mirror for better blind spot viewing. Everything else added in the and model years will
be carried over, but the optional orders have been renamed to Rapid Specification Codes s for
XLS, s for XLT, and s for Limited. Active Park Assist will detect an available parallel parking
space and automatically steer the vehicle into the space hands free while the driver controls the
accelerator, gearshift and brakes. The system will visually and audibly instruct the driver to park

the vehicle. Active Park Assist system uses sensors on the front and rear of the vehicle to guide
the vehicle into a parking space. Rear-view camera system â€” uses an exterior camera
embedded in the rear of the vehicle that sends images to a video display in the rearview mirror
or the navigation system screen to help enhance visibility directly behind the vehicle when it is
in reverse. No cosmetic changes were made for the model year. There are no cosmetic or
equipment changes for the model year. Previously unavailable Electronic Stability Control
system became standard on the second generation. In roof strength tests the Escape receives a
"Marginal" rating while hybrid models are rated "Poor". In for the model year, the Tribute was
significantly revamped, like its Ford Escape and Mercury Mariner siblings. Originally set to be
renamed the Mazda CX-5 , the vehicle kept the Tribute name. The changes were significant, but
fell short of a "clean sheet" redesign, as the vehicles remained on the CD2 platform , and kept
the old 2. Visible changes include all new sheet metal and interior. The interior was significantly
upgraded using all new components and higher quality materials, and was generally praised by
automotive journalists. Notable changes to the exterior include higher belt line, and more
pronounced wheel arches. Overall the car was to look larger and more substantial than the
previous model. As a cost-saving measure, the rear brake was reverted to drum brake , with
predictable criticisms. The Tribute received additional major changes to improve performance
for the model year, mostly by way of mechanical upgrades. Most significantly, all new engines
replaced the increasingly outmatched 2. Mazda's new MZR 2. It also sees a 1 mpg improvement.
The Tribute Hybrid was dropped after the model year. Another significant change was the
switch to Ford's new 6F 6-speed automatic , which became standard on all V6 equipped models
and optional on the I4. As well, new front and Others changes included redesigned seats,
daytime running lamps, optional steering mounted audio controls, and other additional features.
The Tribute was discontinued in November at the end of the model year, replaced by the Mazda
CX-5 for For the model year the Mariner was significantly updated with a new look although it
remained on the Ford CD2 platform used by the previous generation. The changes included a
new seats, headlights, taillights, a new liftgate, a higher beltline and new doors and wheels. The
interior was also significantly updated with higher quality materials and more refined features.
The engines remained the same but the 3. Sporting a 2. Also, the existing 3. For the model year,
the Mariner added Ford's MyKey and trailer sway controls as standard on all trim levels. The
Mariner engine has a Flex-Fuel option on all modelsâ€”meaning they can use E85 fuel or regular
unleaded only on the optional V6 engine. Ford has also done away with the Euro-style turn
signal repeaters for this model year. For the model year, the Mariner featured HD Radio as a
standard, but continued with the same features as the models. This version of the Mariner was
its last, as Ford discontinued the Mercury brand due to declining sales. Ford ended production
of the Mariner in October The last one rolled off the assembly line on October 5, The second
generation Ford Escape Hybrid received some minor styling tweaks inside and out. The major
cosmetic changes included new bumpers, grille, headlights and taillights to match Ford's new
edge style. But the drivetrain was essentially the same mechanically but has had extensive
software modifications. However, the added weight was blamed for an adverse effect in
handling. The second generation Escape Hybrid was offered in two levels of specification, an
undesignated base model and the more expensive "Limited" trim. The "Limited" adds: a chrome
front grille, heated front seats, a six-way power driver's seat and full leather upholstery, rear
park assist , ambient lighting, and inch six-spoke alloy wheels. New optional extras are active
park assist and a rear-view camera. From , the gas engine was 2. The U. Department of Energy.
By early Ford discontinued the production of the Escape Hybrid due to the introduction of the
third generation Escape. Two of the new model year Escapes have direct-injected and
turbocharged EcoBoost units of 1. A total of , Escape Hybrids were built since , along with 12,
units of its sibling the Mercury Mariner Hybrid , discontinued in This project was a collaboration
aimed to explore the future of plug-in hybrids and evaluate how the vehicles might interact with
the home and the utility's electrical grid. Some of the vehicles were evaluated "in typical
customer settings", according to Ford. This plug-in version of the Escape Hybrid runs on
gasoline or E85 and is also part of the demonstration fleet Ford developed in a partnership with
Southern California Edison and the Electric Power Research Institute. The vehicle has a display
system that shows the driver how efficient the vehicle is at any given time. If the vehicle uses its
engine and is running in traditional hybrid mode, fuel economy is rated at 88 miles per U. This
technology allows the vehicle operator to program when to recharge the vehicle, for how long
and at what utility rate. The battery systems communicate directly with the electrical grid via
smart meters provided by utility companies through wireless networking. The Ford
demonstration vehicles and Hybrids Plus conversions are similar. The conversion involves the
replacement of the original NiMH battery , located on the floor of the trunk, with a larger
capacity Li-ion battery , in the same location and substantially the same volume as the original

battery. The Electrovaya and Hymotion conversions retain the original battery, and augment its
capacity with a Li-ion battery that occupies a significant portion of the trunk. In all cases, the
conversion also involves the addition of a charger and of a power plug. The third generation
was designed and rebadged by Ford of Europe alongside the largely identical European-market
Ford Kuga. Other markets that previously used the "Escape" nameplate have switched to
"Kuga" under the One Ford program, apart from the Middle East where it still bears the
"Escape" nameplate. The fourth generation Ford Escape made its official debut on April 2, , and
went on sale in the third quarter of as a model. It also serves the next generation Ford Kuga for
countries outside North America. In China, the fourth generation Escape has a slightly restyled
front fascia compared to the North American version, and would be sold alongside the previous
generation, which was sold as the Ford Kuga. There are four new engine-transmission
combinations including a plug-in gas-electric hybrid that can go 37 miles on electricity alone
with an efficiency rating of MPGe, [79] as well as a conventional hybrid and two turbocharged
engines mated to an eight-speed automatic transmission. The base engine, a turbocharged 1. It
is paired with an eight-speed automatic transmission with front-wheel drive or optional all-wheel
drive. An available turbocharged 2. The Escape Hybrid, returning after an extended absence,
and all new plug-in hybrid are powered by a 2. The standard hybrid's battery pack is rated at 1.
Combined horsepower for the standard hybrid is horsepower, while the plug-in has combined
horsepower. Every Escape also comes with these safety features: [83]. On October 17, , this
new generation came to the Mexican market. In China, the fourth generation Ford Escape was
sold alongside its predecessor, which was sold as the Kuga in China. The Chinese market
version features a restyled front fascia with a larger grille, and the blue oval logo being
positioned in the center of the grille. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Sport utility vehicle
manufactured by Ford. Motor vehicle. Main article: Ford Kuga. Ford Escape third generation.
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Van. Transit Custom. Subcompact SUV. Compact SUV. Mid-size SUV. Building a custom car or
truck includes putting together a drivetrain that's suited for your application, and one of those
key aspects is the transmission. Finding that transmission is as easy as going to a junkyard or
searching online, but determining what type of Ford transmission it isâ€”and what gearing
comes with it, what vehicle it was from and what application it's best forâ€”takes a few steps.
Take a picture of the transmission. Take several shots of all angles, including the pan, the
bellhousing and all the mounting points. Look at the transmission pan and note the shape and
the number of bolts. Here's how the transmissions break down: C3: 13 to 15 bolts, rectangular
pan C4: byinch pan with 11 bolts. There is also a bulge in the front passenger corner. C5:
Similar pan to C4 but has a hump in the middle. C6: Rectangular pan that has 17 bolts. Longer
on the front and rear than on the sides. AOD: Similar pan to C4 with corners angled slightly; 14
bolts secure the pan. E40D: Pan measures There is also a notch in the passenger side front
corner. Find the year of the vehicle the transmission came from. Find the model of the vehicle
the transmission came from. Russell Wood is a writer and photographer who attended Arizona
State University. He has been building custom cars and trucks since , including several cover
vehicles. In Wood started a career as a writer, and since then he has dedicated his business to
writing and photographing cars and trucks, as well as helping people learn more about how
vehicles work. Step 1 Take a picture of the transmission. Step 2 Measure the distance from the
bellhousing to the rear of the transmission. Step 3 Look at the transmission pan and note the
shape and the number of bolts. Step 4 Find the year of the vehicle the transmission came from.
References Ford Trucks transmission guide. When there is a problem with a Ford's airbag, the
airbag warning light will illuminate and flash a code that identifies the problem. Because airbag
problems range from a lost battery feed to a shorted circuit, it is important to understand the
codes so that the airbag can be properly repaired. These codes are started by a single flash of
the indicator light, followed by a two-second pause. After the pause, the light will flash the
number of times that corresponds to the second digit of the code. Code 12 single flash, pause,
two flashes means that there is a lost battery feed. Code 13 single flash, pause, three flashes
means that the airbag circuit has shorted to ground and Code 14 single flash, pause, four
flashes means that the primary crash sensor circuit has shorted to ground. These codes are
signaled by two flashes, a two-second pause and the number of flashes that corresponds to the
second digit. Code 21 double flash, pause, one flash means the diagnostic monitor is not
mounted properly. Code 22 double flash, pause, two flashes means the safing center output
circuit has shorted to battery voltage, Code 23 double flash, pause, three flashes means the
memory clear circuit is improperly grounded and Code 24 double flash, pause, four flashes
means there is a system disarm failure or internal diagnostic monitor fault. These codes are
signaled by three flashes, a two-second pause and the number of flashes that corresponds to
the second digit. Code 32 triple flash, pause, two flashes means the driver side airbag has a
circuit open or with high resistance, Code 33 triple flash, pause, two flashes means the
passenger side airbag has a circuit open or with high resistance, Code 34 triple flash, pause,
four flashes means the driver side airbag has a shorted circuit or one with low resistance and
Code 35 triple flash, pause, five flashes means the passenger side airbag has a shorted circuit
or one with low resistance. These codes are signaled by four flashes, a two-second pause and
the number of flashes that corresponds to the second digit. These codes are signaled by five
flashes, a two-second pause and the number of flashes that corresponds to the second digit.
Code 51 five flashes, pause, one flash means the airbag diagnostic monitor's internal fuse is
blown, Code 52 five flashes, pause, two flashes means the back-up power supply has had a
voltage boost fault and Code 53 five flashes, pause, three flashes means the front crash sensor
has high resistance or the diagnostic monitor has failed. Alexander Poirier began writing
professionally in He worked as the editor-in-chief of the literary magazine "Calliope," garnering
the magazine two APEX Awards for excellence in publication. Codes 32 to 35 These codes are

signaled by three flashes, a two-second pause and the number of flashes that corresponds to
the second digit. Codes 41 to 45 These codes are signaled by four flashes, a two-second pause
and the number of flashes that corresponds to the second digit. Codes 51 to 53 These codes are
signaled by five flashes, a two-second pause and the number of flashes that corresponds to the
second digit. Last Updated: July 13, References. This article was co-authored by our trained
team of editors and researchers who validated it for accuracy and comprehensiveness. This
article has been viewed , times. Learn more Auto manufacturers assign specific codes to their
vehicles' exterior paint colors. If your Ford needs a touch-up or a new paint job, finding the
paint color code in your vehicle can help you purchase the right kind of paint. If you cannot find
the paint code, you can use your vehicle registration number to find out the correct color.
Support wikiHow by unlocking this staff-researched answer. Next, look below the bar code on
the label for the color code, which is usually marked by 2 digits are letters listed above or next
to the words "exterior paint colors. For tips on using your VIN to determine the paint color code,
read on! Did this summary help you? Yes No. We've been helping billions of people around the
world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Every dollar contributed
enables us to keep providing high-quality how-to help to people like you. Please consider
supporting our work with a contribution to wikiHow. Log in Social login does not work in
incognito and private browsers. Please log in with your username or email to continue. No
account yet? Create an account. Edit this Article. We use cookies to make wikiHow great. By
using our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Cookie Settings. Learn why people trust wikiHow.
Download Article Explore this Article methods. Related Articles. Article Summary. Method 1 of
Look on the driver's side front door panel. If you open your door and look along the side of the
door, towards the bottom you should see a manufacturer's label. This will contain the color
code. Modern manufacturing labels typically have a barcode printed on them, while older
examples may not. Check the driver's side front door jamb. The majority of Fords will have the
manufacture's label on the front door panel. Open the front car door on the driver's side. Look
at the small ridge around the doorframe on the inside of the car, usually blocked when the door
is closed. Locate the color code on the manufacturer's label. Once you've found the
manufacturer's label, you can use this to locate the color code. The color code is found below
the bar code and is usually marked by 2 characters, which can be either numbers or letters. The
2 digits are listed above or next to the words "exterior paint colors. They may also consist of a
mixture of letters and numbers. Method 2 of In the event your manufacturer's label is missing,
you can use your vehicle identification number to find your color code. You can either contact
the Ford company or look the code up online. Your VIN is usually listed on the lower left-hand
corner of the dashboard, just in front of the steering wheel. You can read your VIN by looking
through the windshield. Check other locations if the VIN is not under the dashboard. Usually,
you should have no problem finding the VIN by looking through the dashboard. However, if your
VIN does not appear there, you can look in a variety of other locations. The VIN may be listed
here. You may also find the VIN near the front of your car's frame, next to the frame of the
windshield. You can try opening your driver's side door and looking inside the door frame. You
may see the VIN roughly where the side-view mirror would be if the door was closed. You may
also see the VIN near where the door latches closed. Call the Ford company to ask about your
color code. As long as you provide the VIN, someone at Ford should be able to let you know
your color code. You can call the Ford company at Make sure to call sometime between Monday
and Friday, as the company is closed on weekends. Enter your VIN on a website. There are
various websites, such as Chipex, where you can type in your VIN. The website will be able to
provide you with your color code based on your VIN. You may want to call the Ford Company,
however, just to double-check that your code is accurate, as websites you find through an
Internet search engine may not be officially affiliated with the Ford Company. Method 3 of Do a
search for an online paint color library. Fortunately, there are numerous websites that allow you
to search for Ford color codes using basic information about your vehicle. Websites for Ford
enthusiasts, such as MustangAttitude. Enter the year and make of your vehicle. Depending on
the format of the color code database you are using, you may be able to narrow your search by
selecting the year, make, and model of your Ford. In other cases, you may simply be able to
browse a list of color codes for each year. Examine the list of colors in use that year and find
the best match. Ask around on communities such as FordForum. Did you know you can read
answers researched by wikiHow Staff? Unlock staff-researched answers by supporting
wikiHow. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 5. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 0. Look for the stickers in the driver's
side door jam. The paint code will be listed, then you can Google the code. Not Helpful 4 Helpful
I have a two toned Expedition. I found the code for the primary color but I can not find the
secondary gold color. Any suggestions? Go to Etis. The data page will appear with all of your
vehicle data, including paint code and color name. Not Helpful 16 Helpful 8. Unanswered
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over a decade. Let's do this! Ford engines are those used in Ford vehicles and in aftermarket,
sports and kit applications. Different engine ranges are used in various global navistar markets.
Based from 1. Ford was late to offer a six-cylinder engine in their cars, only introducing a six in
after the failure of the Model K. The company relied on its famous Flathead V8 for most models,
only seriously producing six-cylinder engines in the s. The company was also late with a V6
engine , introducing a compact British V6 in but waiting until the s to move their products to
rely on V6 engines. The first three of these lines are no longer in production, leaving only the
Mondeo and Cyclone as the company's midrange engines. Ford introduced the Flathead V8 in
their affordable Model 18 , becoming a performance leader for decades. In the s, Ford
introduced a three-tier approach to engines, with small, mid-sized, and larger engines aimed at
different markets. All of Ford's mainstream V8 engines were replaced by the overhead cam
Modular family in the s and the company introduced a new large architecture, the Boss family ,
for The Fork and Blade V8 used a novel approach for the piston connecting rods, which meant
two connecting rods shared one bearing on the crankshaft, which allowed for a short crankshaft
and a smaller overall engine size. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Wikipedia list article.
For Ford's first mass-produced car with a V-8 engine, see Ford. Ford Motor Company. Ford
Lincoln Troller. Big Three Dodge v. Ford Motor Co. Grimshaw v. Hidden categories: Webarchive
template wayback links Articles with short description Short description is different from
Wikidata All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements from June
Articles with unsourced statements from August Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit
View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as
PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Current Ford Lincoln Troller. Ford Kent engine.
Ford Pinto engine. I6 engines. Flathead I6. Thriftpower I6. Mileage Maker I6. Truck I6. V6
engines. Cologne V6. Small block V8. Flathead V8. Ford Y-block. Windsor V8. Medium block V8.
Ford FE engine. Cleveland V8. Big block V8. Lincoln Y-Block. MEL V8. Ford engine. Super Duty
V8. Gasoline engines. EcoBoost I3. Crossflow I4. CVH I4. HSC I4. Zetec I4. Duratec 2. EcoBoost
2. Thriftpower Six I6. Cologne V6 2. Cologne V6 4. Essex V6 3. SHO V6 3. Duratec Mondeo V6 2.
Small-block V8. Windsor V8 4. Modular V8 4. SHO V8 3. Medium-block V8. Cleveland V8 5. Boss
V8 6. Big-block V8. Super Duty V8 6. Godzilla V8 7. Ford engine 6. Modular V10 6. Diesel
engines. Ford Duratorq. Ford 3. If you are planning on installing a wheel on your Ford, it is
important to be aware of the manufacturer's recommended torque settings. Using the proper
torque helps ensure that the wheel assembly is securely installed. This table contains wheel lug
nut torque specs for Ford vehicles up to For newer models please scroll down to the links under
the table. When removing and installing a wheel on your vehicle, always follow these generic
instructions, but for more information please refer to your owner's manual. When lifting your
vehicle, make sure you use the proper equipment and that you only lift the vehicle from the
jacking points, one wheel at the time. Always block the opposite wheel from the one you are
working on with two wheel chokes on both side of the wheel to prevent the car from rolling and
fall of the jack while you're working on it. Never get under the vehicle when it is resting only on
the jack. Vehicles Expand submenu Vehicles Collapse submenu Vehicles. Coverage Expand
submenu Coverage Collapse submenu Coverage. Your Work Order. Close Request. A bad
throttle position sensor is the last thing that you will ever wish to have on your ride. With the
passage of time, the sensor will start to get worn and may eventually have to be replaced. The
important question is how to identify any bad throttle position sensor symptoms so that you
end up replacing the right sensor? Honestly speaking, it is not easy to detect throttle position
sensor issues. However, there are specific throttle position sensor signs to look for to help
ensure you find the culprit. It senses the air, heat, and light, and sends the information to the
ECM which adjusts the throttle and fuel supply accordingly. The throttle position sensor is what
monitors the throttle position from the shaft. Basically, this sensor is connected to a computer
inside the vehicle which shares information sent by the driver. This information contains the
actions of the driver such as accelerating, power steering and so forth. So anytime you step on
the gas pedal to accelerate your vehicle, the computer sends this information to the sensor so
that the throttle knows how much fuel to let flow into the engine. In the old days, there used to
be a cable that was connected from the throttle to the accelerator. A faulty throttle position

sensor sends incorrect information to the ECM resulting in various issues in the engine, its
performance, and fuel economy. Below are common symptoms of a faulty TPS. In most of the
cases, all of these symptoms will show together making it easier to detect the faulty component.
Jerking or bucking of the vehicle is the most common symptom of a bad TPS. These jerks can
be experienced during hard acceleration or when under moderate load. What makes diagnosing
it tricky is that the bucks and jerks may be completely random and not even occur for some
stretches of time. Idle surging can be caused due to other issues in the car, but if it happens in
conjunction with other throttle position sensor symptoms, the culprit is often the TPS. At idle,
the ECM will not get the correct information and the throttle will variate randomly causing idle
surges. The check engine light will randomly turn on and off even if the car is running smoothly
without any jerks and stalling. This is often the first ever symptom of a bad TPS. Using a code
reader, you should be able to confirm whether a faulty TPS is the culprit or a different
component. The engine can stall for no reason and without any warning. The engine can stall at
high speed, at low speed, or even at idle. A faulty throttle position sensor will not let your car
accelerate normally. You may experience slow acceleration , acceleration surge at both high
and low speeds, hesitation or delay in acceleration , and other related symptoms. This leads to
incorrect shift points which can cause both early or delayed shifts. If you need to have your
throttle position sensor replaced, the cost will depend on the type of car you have. Since
replacing the TPS is fairly easy in most cases depending on its location , you may be able to
save yourself some time by doing it yourself. A quick search on Youtube is often all it takes.
Going to a dealership is going to cost you more so for most jobs such as this one , we
recommend you find a trustworthy independent mechanic whether by recommendations from
family and friends or by reading online reviews. And, of course, there may be taxes and fees
added onto these costs which are determined by your location. The simple answer is when your
computer can no longer detect any signal from the throttle position sensor. The will likely force
your computer to stall the engine and only allow it to run at low RPMs, which means the car will
only move at slow speeds. A throttle position sensor will generally fail simply from the wear and
tear of driving the vehicle for many years. There is nothing you can really do to prevent this
sensor from failing because it will just happen on its own. The only thing you should do is have
it replaced as soon as you notice these symptoms occurring in your vehicle. I assume There is
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want to change gear Reply. Is the car an automatic? If so, the transmission fluid may need to be
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for vacuum leaks? Can anyone please, tell me why my car jerks Reply. Facebook Pinterest
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